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A4BSTRACT. To solve the differential equation for the heat  in a two-layer, rectangular 
piece of skin tissue, a relaxation  method, based on a finite difference technique, is used. 
The temperature distributions  on the skin surface are calculated.  The  results are used 
to derive a criterion for the resolution for an  infrared  thermograph in a specific situa- 
tion. A major limitation on the resolution in medical thermography is given. As an 
example of the power of the model, the sensitivity of the  temperature profiles for 
variations of the layer  thickness is determined. 

1. Introduction 
I n  medical thermography  the  question of the  kind of phenomena  responsible 

for the measured temperature profile is of vital  importance.  Further,  in  drafting 
the specifications for thermographic  instrumentation, some uncertainties  exist 
about  the  required  spat'ial  and  temperature resolution.  These two problems are 
concerned with the questions:  'What  is  a  normal  thermal pattern? How well 
do we need to resolve excursions  from this  normal pattern?  and Are we able to 
interpret  them ?' The  lack of criteria for setting  norms  in  this field was the 
motivation  for  an  att'empt  to  construct  a useful model of the  heat  transfer 
through  skin tissue to a known  environment. 

The  resulting  skin  temperature profiles may provide an answer to  the above 
questions in some specific situations  and  later  in  the  article we give detailed 
examples,  When the model is homogeneous, has infinite  dimensions and con- 
cerns line or  point  source, the  thermal  pat'tern  on  the  skin surface  can  be deter- 
mined  analytically  (Draper  and Boag 1971). However, when a piece of skin of 
limited size and composed of different  layers  is  considered,  analytical  methods 
fail and it is necessary to  revert  to numerical  procedures. 

A numerical  solution  based  on an optimized  relaxation  technique  (Brouwers 
1972) is used here for the  actual calculations of the  skin surface  isotherms. 

2. Physical considerations for heat transfer  through the skin 
Human  skin tissue  has a very complex structure  and  at first  sight it is not 

possible to  obtain  a model of the  heat t'ransfer which is both simple and valid. 
Nevertheless  one  finds, in studying physiological handbooks,  t'hat  the  heat 
transfer coefficients X of the various  types of human tissue  given by different 
researchers  are of the same  order of magnitude  (Stme)-, Williams, Worden and 
Mc;\lorris 1955, Crosbie, Hardy  and Fessenden 1963: Grober, Erk and Grigull 
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1963, Draper and Boag 1971); typical values are, for fat AfzO.20Wm-lK-l 
and for wet t'issue h, 20.25-0.42 Wm-lK-l. To  a  first  approximation, the 
passive  skin  tissue  can be regarded  as homogeneous with  respect to  the  thermal 
steady-state  properties.  Problems arise  when heat  transport by blood is also 
taken int,o account. However,  when the environmental  temperature  is below 
19 ' c  the  state of vasoconstriction of the skin vessels is such that  the skin  t'issue 
cools as if i t  were passive (St'acey et al. 1955).  The  results of Mali (1969) and 
van der Staak, Brakkee and  de R'ijke-Hereweijer  (1968) confirm these  result's 
in  part', giving  a  conductivity  value of h,? 0.33 Wrn-lK-l. The foregoing 
entails  two  constraints  for.the model used; firstly the environmental  tempera- 
ture is chosen to be 18 'c, and secondly the restriction  is  made that only the 
basal  m3tabolism  is taken  into  account  as  a  heat source.  This implies that in 
practice the  patient  must  be completely at  rest. It is now possible t'o design a 
simple model as shown in fig. 1. 

Radiation 
. Evapomt'm 

Fig. 1. Block-shaped model for heat transfer in skin. 

Inside the body,  heat  transport is effected only by  conduction; at  the surface, 
radiation, convection and evaporation  apply. For the  nude  human body  60% 
of t'he  heat loss is by  radiation  (Stacey et al. 1955).  The  assumption is made that 
the  heat exchange by respirat'ion  is as  much as 20% of the  total  heat loss. 
Since this is a localized process the  heat loss by radiation  for an  area of skin 
only,  requires  correction; it is chosen to be 75% of the  total  rather  than 60% 
(Brouwers  1972). 

The  human  skin surface  is  assumed to be  a  black  body radiator  in  the wave- 
length between 2 and 20 $m (Hardy 1934, 1939, Steketee 19i3).  Heat loss by 
radiation  dQ/dt  (in W ) ,  through  a surface A (in m2): is  therefore described by 
the formula 

9 = Aa( To2 - Tm4) 
dt 

where U is the Stefan  Boltzman  constant  (5.65 x 10-8 I Y ~ I - ~ K - ~ ) ~  To is the 
radiator  temperature  (in K) and T, is the  ambient  temperature  (in K). It is 
easy to  show that eqn (1) may be  linearized  with  no  greater  relative  error than 
0.5:/o when the surface temperature changes less than 1 K along the surface 
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(To - T, being 16 K). Then  eqn  (1)  transforms  to 

dQ - = AE(T, - Tm) dt 

with 
E = o(T2 + To2 T, + To TS2 + TZ3). 

The  other cooling effects, being small,  are  substantially  linear  and  therefore 
the final heat loss formula  can  be approximated  by 

d& -h Au’(T, - T,). 
dt 

This  is the so-called  Newtonian cooling law. 
The  value of ut is supposed to be somewhat  higher than E to account  for  all 

the  heat loss effects (in  this case i57; radiation, 2.57; evaporation  and convec- 
tion). Therefore 

, 100 
U = “ E  

7 3  

when 
T, = 291 K, To = 307 K and U = 3.67 x 10-8 W m-2K-4. 

The  value of ut is 8 Wm-2K-4. For  the  thermal model, the Newtonian 
cooling law  acts  as  a  boundary conditiofi on  the skin  surface, the inside heat 
transport being controlled by  the laws of potential flow (Laplace) 

V2T = 0. (4) 

Because we are considering a piece of skin of limited  size,  t’here  are  two more 
boundary conditions : 
(1) The  deepest  boundary is in  contact  with  tissue a t  37 ‘c .  
(2) The side  planes have zero temperature  gradients. 
To take  into  account  the different  skin  layers  a  multilayer  model  is introduced. 
In   the first model two  layers  are chosen (fig. l ) ,  one  representing  wet  tissue  with 
h, = 0.33 Wm-1K-1 (Mali 1969).  The fat tissue  layer is considered to  be built 
up in a homogenous  way of 50% pure  fat  and 5O”/d wet tissue; h, is therefore 
taken  to be 0-27 Wm-’K-l. Regions of constant  temperature,  representing 
the  anatomy  and/or pathology of the tissue,  are  used  as  boundary  conditions 
and  excitation sources in  this model. They  are  introduced  for  two reasons : 
(1) It seems apparent  that, when blood emanates  from  the  deep 37 ‘c  boundary, 

a vessel containing  this blood flow may be considered as a  temperature 
source. 

(2)  It is planned to check the  validity of the model in  the  future  by  means of 
subcutaneous  measurements:  temperature  is easier to measure than  heat 
production. 

Even  in  situations where heat sources are more  likely to  apply it’ is possible to 
replace the  heat source by  a  constant  temperature region having  the same 
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temperature  as  the  heat source, taking  into  account  the complementary 
structure of the equations. 

3. The solution of the  problem 
The model described by  eqn (4) and  the  above  boundary conditions is an 

elliptic partial differential  equation  with  first, second and  third  boundary con- 
ditions, To use the model we must solve eqn (4) in a specific situation. As 
stated  in  the  Introduction, it is  not possible to obtain  an  analytical solution ; 
it  is  therefore necessary to revert to numerical  procedures to get  a sufficiently 
accurate  approximation. 

It is possible to use a  relaxation  method to get an approximate  solution of 
eqn (4). The piece of skin  is considered to be divided into  elementary cubes by 
means of a  three-dimensional  grid of equidistant  points  (unit  distance = h) .  
Eqn (4) can be approximated by 

T(x ,  y, z )  = +[T(x + h, y, z )  + T(x  - h, Y, 2) + T(x,  Y +h, 2) 
+ T ( x , y - h , z ) + T ( x , ~ , z + h ) + T ( x , y , z - h ) ] .  ( 5 )  

Thus  the  temperature of the  point (x, y, z )  is the average of the surrounding 
points  each a t  a distance h. 

Eqn ( 5 )  is  excellently  suited  for  numerical  solution by a  digital  computer. 
Programming eqn (5) together  with the boundary  conditions  provides  a  means 
of calculating the  temperature  at each  point of the grid,  sequentially  over the 
whole field. This  procedure  is then  repeated,  starting  with  the previously 
calculated temperatures,  until a  predetermined  accuracy  criterion  generates  a 
stop  command. 

Using this  technique rigorously requires excessive calculation  time.  Such 
long computation  times  are  a  result of the poor rate of convergence of the basic 
relaxation  technique.  To  improve  matters,  this  teohnique  may be written  as 

Tn(x,y,z) = Tn-,(z,y,z)+R (6) 

where R is the difference between the new temperature  value Tn and  the old 
value Tn-l. When R is weighed by a  factor W with 1 < W  < 2 the so-called 
Successive Over Relaxation (SOR) technique is produced : 

Tn(x, Y, z )  = Tn-l(x, y, z )  + ( 7 )  
When W is  properly chosen an enormous  gain  in the  rate of convergence can be 
obtained. However, this gain is very  sensitive to  the value of W .  Therefore a 
procedure  is developed to optimize this U-value as follows : 
(1) Calculate the whole  field 6 times by means of the SOR procedure  with an 

(2)  Compute  a  measure  for the speed of convergence. 
(3)  Make a new estimation  for W. 

(4) Repeat (l), (2) and (3)  until  the difference between two successive values of 
W is less than a  predetermined  value. In  practice it turned  out  that a 
difference smaller than 5 x was not succeeded by a  gain  in convergence 
larger than 1 relaxation. 

estimation of W .  

14 
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(5) The SOR method  is  then continued  with the  optimal W until  the  predeter- 

This  procedure  is called SORACO (Successive Over Relaxation  with  Automatic 
Convergence Speed Optimization; Brouwers 1972). Using SORACO in  the 
computation of a  three-dimensional, 8000 point model, a total of 46 iteration 
steps  and a  computer time of (typically) 8 min on an IB31 360 machine was 
required  for  a 0.01 K accuracy  criterion.  Finally  a  routine is used to determine 
isotherms on the skin  surface : these can be drawn  by calling in  a  digital  plotter 
outline. 

mined criterion  is met. 

4. Results 
Using this model it is possible in principle to make an  atlas of isotherm 

patterns  in relation to their medically relevant  temperature sources, but  this 
was beyond the scope of the present  investigation. Some interesting cases are 
given below to illustrate the power of the  method. 

Example 1 
Consider a temperature doublet of two  constant  temperature cubes A and B 
at  37 'c positioned as  in fig. 2. The  doublet position (i,j, k) is given by: 

Cube A (i, 1 7 , 2 ) ,  (i, 17,  l ) ,  (i, 1 8 , 2 ) ,  (i, 18,   1)  
( i + l , l 7 , 2 ) ,   ( i + 1 , 1 7 , 1 ) ,   ( i + l , l 8 , 2 ) ,   ( i + l , l S , l )  

Cube B (i, 17, -2) ,  (i, 17,  - l) ,  (i, 18,  -2 ) ,  (i, 18, - 1)  

with 1 < i < 8 .  
( i + l , l 7 ,  -2 ) ,  ( i + l ,  17,  - l ) ,  ( i + 1 >  18,  -2 ) ,  ( i + l , l 8 ,   - 1 )  

-25 I J" 34 

Fig. 2. Location of a double source. 

The  isotherm patterns were calculated  for different values of i. A doublet 
was chosen to  study resolution by investigating the  depth  at which a  thermo- 
graph  can  detect  a  doublet of two  separate sources. Figs 3, 4 and 5 give thermo- 
grams for different i-values, the source temperature being 37 'C. Considering 
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Fig. 3. Lowest isotherm 32.7 'C, isotherm increment 0.1 ' c ,  highest isotherm 33.8 Oc. 
Doublet on i = 4,5.  

Fig. 4. Lowest isotherm 32.7 ' c ,  isotherm increment 0.1 O c ,  highest isotherm 35.8 Oc. 
Doublet on i = 2, 3. 
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the separation between wet and  fat tissue, 

for i = 1, 2, 3, h, was taken  to be 0.33 Wm-lK-l 

for i = 4, 5,  6, 7, 8 and 9, h, was taken  to be 0.27 Wm-lK-l. 

So the separation  depth D = 2 mm. 
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Fig. 5. Lowest isotherm 32.8 ' c ,  isotherm increment 0.2 ' c ,  highest isotherm 37.0 ' c .  
Doublet on i = 1, 2. 

5. Conclusions 
With  regard to  this model we may  state: 

(1) It is  almost impossible to  detect  the presence of temperature regions of 
these dimensions when they  are  situated deeper than 5-6 mm (i = 6 ,7 ) .  

(2) The recognition of the doublet  is  only possible when the cubes are  at a 
depth of not more than 1-2 mm (i =+ 2 , 3 ) .  

Further  statements  about  the resolution  requirements  are possible : 
(3) I n  fig. 6 the curves A to E show the  temperature profiles along the j = 17 

line of  figs 3-5 respectively. It is clear that  to  detect  the presence of the 
small  dicrotia of the curve D a temperature resolution of a t  least 0.1 K is 
necessary, the  spatial resolution being better  than 0.5 mm  (Nyquist 
criterion), 
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Fig. 6. Temperature profiles along the j = 17 line for different depths of the cube sources. 

Example 2 
Since it would be  very  interesting to investigate  the influence of the  depth of 
the separation between wet and  fat tissue  on the simulated temperature  pro- 
files, the skin temperature  patterns were calculated  for different values of the 
separation  depth D. Fig. 7 gives four different classes of profile I, 11,  I11 and IV. 
I and IV represent  extreme  situations, I showing the profiles when the tissue 
is totally wet while IV is totally for fatty tissue. I1 and I11 give the  temperature 
patterns for D = 2 and D = 4 mm  respectively.  The source configurations are 
the same as  those of  fig. 6, curves B and D, and  the I1 curves are identical  with 
fig. 6, B and D. Curves I1 and I11 occupy  positions  intermediate between I 
and IV. Fig. 8 shows the difference AGop of the  temperature T,,, just  above the 
source  doublet  (on k = 0) and  the surface temperature TB, a t  a  distance  large  in 
relation to  the source depth z ,  for different values of D. 

(4) The  temperature profiles above the doublet are  not  strongly  determined  by 
the  mutual proportion of the layers. In  general the profiles in  fat tissue are 
somewhat  steeper than in  wet  tissue, but  this is less certain for sources 
situated deeper  under the  skin surface. Thus a  measurable  relationship to 
depth D exists  only for sources just  under  the  skin  surface: however, the 
profiles pertaining to  this class of source are so distinctive that detection 
is  certain  with half a degree centigrade  resolution. As is shown in fig. 7 the 
shape of the  temperature profiles  is hardly influenced by  the inhomogeneity 
of the tissue. We therefore conclude that  the resolution  criterion  formulated 
in  Example 1 is not affected by  the value of D. 

Thus we also conclude that:  
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Fig. 7 .  Skin temperature profiles just above the sources for different depths of the  separa- 
tion between wet and  fat tissue. 

0.51 

~ 
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Fig. 8. Maximum relative top  temperature ATtop as a  function of the source depth z for 
different values of D (in  mm). 

6. Discussion 
The  main  point of this work was to present  a  method giving some quantitative 

insight into  the resolution one can  expect of a medical thermograph.  The 
results of the calculations are only  as good as the model and  the  results of this 
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investigation  must be applied  with  caution.  Nevertheless, this model can be 
helpful in  estimating  the  sensitivity of temperature profiles for variations  in the 
determining  parameters.  This  is  illustrated  in  Example 2. 

Work  is  in progress studying  spherical models, in  order to investigate 
limitations of the resolution in  the detection of small  mammary  carcinoma. 
We must  point  out  that  the use of this model in  practical problems is  limited 
by t’he number of matrix  points ; t,his  determines the required  computer  memory 
and  time for the  job. Depending  on the  shape of the model,  mathematical 
numerical  problems of convergence and accuracy sometimes arise, and  are  not 
easy to solve. At  the  time of writing,  the block-shaped model described above 
is  optimized and  operational. A  two-dimensional  circular model is  almost 
completed.  Work  is  in progress on  a  three-dimensional  spherical model. 

I would like to  thank Professor D. Bosman for reading this  manuscript  and 
giving some valuable  advice. I also thank  Dr. P. Wesseling for help in solving 
some numerical problems. 

La  simulation des distributions de la  tempbrature de la peau au moyen d’une 
methode  de  relaxation 

Afin de  resoudre  l’equation differentielle pour  la  chaleur dans  un morceau rectangulaire, 
consistant  de deux couches, du tissu  de  peau,  on a employe une  methode  de  relaxation, bake  
sur une  technique de diffbrence finie. On calcule les distributions de temperature sur la surface de 
la peau. Les resultats  obtenus  sont employes pour  la  deduction d’un critbre pour  la resolution en 
cas d’un  thermographe infrarouge dans une situation spbcifique. On donne une  limitation 
importante de la resolution en  thermographie mbdicale. Comme un exemple du pouvoir du 
modble, on  determine  la sensibilite des profiles de tempbrature  aux variations  de l’epaisseur de la 
couche. 

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG 
Sachbildung von Hauttemperaturverteilungen  mittels eines Relaxationsverfahrens 

Um die Differentialgleichung fur die Warme in einem rechteckigen Doppelschicht- 
Hautgewebestuck zu Iosen, ist ein auf einer endlichen Differenztechnik beruhendes  Relaxations- 
verfahren angewandt worden. Es werden die Temperaturverteilungen auf der Hautoberflache 
berechnet. Die erhaltenen Ergebnisse werden verwendet’, urn ein Kriterium  fur die Auflosung fur 
einen  infraroten  Thermograph  in einer spezifischen Lage abzuleiten. Es wird eine wichtige 
Begrenzung fur die Auflosung in der medizinischen Thermographie angegeben. Als ein Beispiel 
der Leistung des Modells, wird die Empfindlichkeit  der  Temperaturprofile  auf  Veranderungen  der 
Schichtdicke bestimmt. 

P e s m ~ e  
Monenaposame pacnpeneneHHs K O X H O ~ ~  TeMnepaTypbr nyreM MeToAa penaKcamH 

Ann pellreHHa nu++epeHuaanbHoro ypaBHeHaa nnrr Tema B ABYXCJIO~IOM npmoyronbHoM 
KyCKe KOXHOfi TKaHH IIpHMeHXeTCff Melon PeJIaKCaW, OCHOBaHHba Ha IIplieMe KOHeYHOt pa3HOCTII. 
PaCWTbIBaIoTCR PaCIIpeHeXHIiX TeMnepaTypbI Ha IIOBepXHOCTH KOXH. nOJIy%HHbIe  pe3yJIbTaTbI 
IIpHMeHffIOTCn Gn5l BbIBOaa KpHTepHff nn5i pa3peIIIaIoL@ CIIOCO6HOCTH nJIX HH+paKpaCHOrO TepMO- 

MeAIILlHHCKOg TepMOrpa@iH. B Ka’IeCTBe IIpIlMepa IIPOU3BO~HTeJIbHOCTII MOAeJIII OIIPeAeJIfieTCX 
YYBCTBHTeJIbHOCTb IIpO+linefi TeMIIepaTypbI K H3MeHeHHIIM TOJIIIIUHbI CJIOR. 

rpa+a B KoHKperHoM nonomeam. Aaercrr rnamoe orpamveme paspemamwea CnOCO6HOCTII B 
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